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The fourth edition of Structural Firefighting: Strategy
and Tactics meets and exceeds the course
objectives and outcomes for the National Fire
Academy’s Fire and Emergency Services Higher
Education (FESHE) non-core course, Strategy and
Tactics (C0279). Structural Firefighting: Strategy and
Tactics prepares the fire officer to take command at
structure fires, effectively using available resources.
The goal of this text is to explain proven tactics and
strategies used at structure fires. It is designed to be
used by all fire officers, from company officer to chief
of department. The Fourth Edition provides the
necessary tools to achieve maximum productivity
under adverse fireground conditions. It references
NFPA fire investigations, applicable NFPA statistics
and standards, the NIOSH Firefighter Fatality
Investigation and Prevention Program, and the
Technical Report Series from the U.S. Fire
Administration. It has been expanded to include
information from recent studies by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
Underwriters Laboratories (UL), and others. The
Fourth Edition contains new content on integration of
initial rapid intervention crews, updated content on
vent-enter-isolate-search tactics, and more, while
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continuing to emphasize the role of preincident
planning and command decisions that maximize life
safety, extinguishment, and property conservation. A
multitude of case studies, incident summaries, and
extensive end-of-chapter activities promote
application of chapter content and critical thinking
skills. This text allows a company officer or incident
commander to learn fireground procedures at an
accelerated pace, thus reducing the cost in lives and
property associated with learning by experience
only. The Fourth Edition also includes: New and
significantly expanded, in-depth Suggested Activities
that challenge the reader to apply the strategies and
tactics presented in each chapter Incident
Summaries that summarize real fireground events
and lessons learned Fallacy/Fact boxes that defuse
myths and clarify the facts Updated statistics on
significant fires in various occupancy types Safety
and strategy tips throughout each chapter
The Wiley Building Type Basics series provides
architects and other professionals with the essential
information they need to jumpstart the design of a
variety of facilities. This volume covers the design of
research laboratories, with the practical information
necessary to meet the construction and renovation
needs of this increasingly complex industry.
Featuring more than 200 illustrations, the Second
Edition now addresses laboratory construction in
Asia, the Middle East, and Europe, and updates its
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information for post–9/11 research needs and trends,
including the current International Building Codes.
New and updated projects from a variety of
designers including Duke University?s Medical
Science Research Building, GlaxoWellcoms
laboratories in the UK, and the US government?s
Argon laboratory.
In his first book, William Mora, a 30-year fire service
veteran and firefighter safety advocate, discusses
how to prevent traumatic structural firefighter
fatalities. Firefighter disorientation can be defined as
“the loss of direction due to the lack of vision in a
structure fire.” To combat this problem, Mora
outlines a multipronged approach to effectively
address the components that contribute to
disorientation and structural firefighter fatalities. This
text includes many case studies and guidelines for
size-up factors and is an important resource for all
firefighters.
Essentials of Fire Fighting and Fire Department
Operations
Two Firefighter Deaths in Auto Parts Store Fire;
Chesapeake, Virginia
Building Materials
Firefighting Operations in High-Rise and StandpipeEquipped Buildings
Instructional Techniques for Company Officers
Although municipal firefighters respond on a daily basis to industrial
fires or emergencies, even the largest fire departments often focus
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most of their training and attention to structural or wildland
firefighting. It is increasingly probable that municipal firefighters
will be called to an industrial incident due to a fire or terrorist event.
The authors have written this book to specifically prepare the
municipal firefighter for responses to a wide range of industrial
fires, where the situation will be monumentally different.
""Industrial Firefighting for Municipal Firefighters"" is an ideal
resource for municipal firefighters who may respond to an industrial
incident, personnel at industrial facilities that have in-house, firstresponse capability, and larger industrial fire departments.
Guaranteed Top Scores on Your Firefighter's Exam! Want to be a
firefighter? Do you know what is involved in taking the exam? Don't
take a chance at failing a test you could ace--learn from the expert,
Norman Hall. For more than a decade, Norman Hall's Firefighter
Exam Preparation Book has been the #1 test preparation book for
prospective firefighters. Back by popular demand, Norman Hall has
completely updated and revised this hugely successful book for this
second edition, presenting new tips and time-tested methods for
attaining the highest scores. Practice your skills using features such
as tips on how to pass the physical requirements, practice exams
with answer keys, memory aids to help you master the recall test,
tables for self-scoring, insights on what a career in firefighting
entails, and a discussion of the final interview. Use Norman Hall's
Firefighter Exam Preparation Book, 2nd Edition to study hard and
score at the top!
A comprehensive training and reference manual used as a textbook
in maritime institutions. Addresses the prevention, control, and
extinguishing of fires aboard commercial vessels and on offshore
drilling rigs. Includes chapters on emergency procedures and
equipment as well as case studies of past shipboard fires. Generously
illustrated with drawings, photos, diagrams, tables, and checklists.
Recommended reading for all maritime personnel and kept both in
shipboard reference libraries and in the offices of maritime
executives.
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Air Line Pilot
Engine Company Fireground Operations
Wildland Fire Incident Management Field Guide
Building Type Basics for Research Laboratories
The most comprehensive resource of its kind, Ciottone's
Disaster Medicine, 2nd Edition, thoroughly covers isolated
domestic events as well as global disasters and
humanitarian crises. Dr. Gregory Ciottone and more than
200 worldwide authorities share their knowledge and
expertise on the preparation, assessment, and management
of both natural and man-made disasters, including terrorist
attacks and the threat of biological warfare. Part 1 offers
an A-to-Z resource for every aspect of disaster medicine
and management, while Part 2 features an exhaustive
compilation of every conceivable disaster event, organized
to facilitate quick reference in a real-time setting. Quickly
grasp key concepts, including identification of risks,
organizational preparedness, equipment planning, disaster
education and training, and more advanced concepts such
as disaster risk reduction, tactical EMS, hazard
vulnerability analysis, impact of disaster on children, and
more. Understand the chemical and biologic weapons
known to exist today, as well as how to best manage
possible future events and scenarios for which there is no
precedent. Be prepared for man-made disasters with new
sections that include Topics Unique to Terrorist Events and
High-Threat Disaster Response andOperational Medicine
(covering tactical and military medicine). Get a concise
overview of lessons learned by the responders to recent
disasters such as the earthquake in Haiti, Hurricane Sandy,
the 2014 Ebola outbreak, and active shooter events like
Sandy Hook, CT and Aurora, CO. Learn about the latest
technologies such as the use of social media in disaster
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response and mobile disaster applications. Ensure that
everyone on your team is up-to-date with timely topics,
thanks to new chapters on disaster nursing, crisis
leadership, medical simulation in disaster preparedness,
disaster and climate change, and the role of nongovernmental agencies (NGOs) in disaster response - a
critical topic for those responding to humanitarian needs
overseas. Expert Consult eBook version included with
purchase. This enhanced eBook experience allows you to
search all of the text, figures, references, and videos from
the book on a variety of devices.
The Wildland Fire Incident Management Field Guide is a
revision of what used to be called the Fireline Handbook,
PMS 410-1. This guide has been renamed because, over
time, the original purpose of the Fireline Handbook had
been replaced by the Incident Response Pocket Guide, PMS
461. As a result, this new guide is aimed at a different
audience, and it was felt a new name was in order.
This version includes all 21 chapters of Essentials of Fire
Fighting, 6th Edition and adds three chapters written and
validated to meet the emergency medical and hazardous
materials requirements of NFPA® 1001, 2013 Edition.
Chapter 22 specifically addresses the Firefighter I and
Firefighter II knowledge and skills requirements for the
emergency medical care competencies identified in NFPA®
1001, 2013 Edition Chapter 4. Chapters 23 and 24 meet
the First Responder Awareness and Operations Levels for
Responders according to NFPA® 472: Standard for
Competence of Responders to Hazardous
Materials/Weapons of Mass Destruction Incidents, 2012
Edition and OSHA 1910.120. The chapters also provide
validated content to meet Section 6.6, Mission-Specific
Competencies: Product Control, of NFPA® 472. The
hazardous materials information is adapted from the IFSTA
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Hazardous Materials for First Responders, 4th Edition.
Fire Fighter Safety and Survival
Product Emission and Combustion Health Hazards
Fireground Strategies, 3rd Edition
Occupational Emergency Medicine
Firefighter Fatalities in the United States in 2002

This book establishes a proper
firefighting mindset and promotes
maintaining preparedness for the extreme
physical and mental demands of
firefighting operations in high-rise and
standpipe-equipped buildings ... Among the
many valuable topics covered in this book
are: standpipe system pressure regulating
devices, pressure restricting devices and
pressure reducing valves; cautious and
disciplined elevator use during high-rise
operations; elevator rescue operations;
proper engine company suppression
selection, including techniques to operate
more powerful firefighting weapons with
limited manpower; air support operations
during high-rise emergencies, with or
without an internal resource.
This body of work provides detailed
information on the nature of a fire in a
Seattle Warehouse in January 1995 where
four fire fighters died. This
investigation will assist policymakers who
must decide on allocations of resources
between fire and other pressing problems,
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and within the fire service to improve
codes and code enforcement, training,
public fire education, building
technology, and other related areas.
Structural Firefighting: Strategy and
TacticsJones & Bartlett Learning
Toxicology, Survival and Health Hazards of
Combustion Products
Marine Fire Prevention, Firefighting and
Fire Safety
Firefighter Rescue & Survival
Structural Firefighting: Strategy and
Tactics
Strategy of Firefighting
Deliberate training in firefigher rescue and survival is a field that is
new to many in the fire service and private industry alike. For those
firefighters and company officers assigned to a Rapid Intervention
Team (RIT), not making the correct split-second decisions--such as
immediately recognizing changes in fire behavior or failing to
evaluate their level of SCBA air--can result in the loss of the lives
of the entire team. In an effort to reduce the number of line-of-duty
firefighting injuries and deaths, while at the same time being
proactive in the fire service training and leadership, authors Richard
Kolomay and Robert Hoff have drawn upon their combined 50+
years of firefighting experience to put together this comprehensive
guide. Key Features & Benefits - Provides an awareness of
firefighter safety and proactive fire service training - Describes
various types of serious firefighter injuries and fatality incidents
during emergency incident operations - Details recommended Rapid
Intervention Team operating methods and procedures, as well as
how to activate a Rapid Intervention Team
This book provides comprehensive and detailed information on
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combustion processes, dispersion of combustion products,
estimation of rate of production of products and their effects on
health.
The ONE handbook thousands of fire officers and firefighters look
to for safe, fireground-tested strategies and tactics. With his fifth
edition, Chief John Norman offers lessons learned during his
extensive and time-honored career. Chief Norman imparts wisdom
and experience by offering advice informed by actual outcomes
from the fireground. This guide continues to be invaluable for
firefighters aspiring to the officer level and those seeking to
promote safety and effectiveness in their organization and the
communities they serve by improving their own skills. NEW TO
THIS EDITION This fifth edition conveys valuable information
gained over the past several years from scientific research relating
to the tactics that we use to the changes that have taken place within
our communities. Failure to recognize change and adapt to it places
a fire department at a great disadvantage and can cost lives and
property. The community changes that most directly affect the fire
service today include faster, hotter, and more toxic fires and
significantly reduced staffing in many fire departments. These are
inescapable facts. Our challenge is to use the knowledge that is at
our disposal to select the right tools, technologies, and tactics to
safely and successfully adapt to and overcome these challenges.
Chief John Norman has updated his best-selling book for fire
officers and firefighters to include: A new chapter on fires in cellars
and basements, which have taken on a deadlier aspect in recent
years. How to safely deal with cumulative changes in the modern
fire environment. The role of fire departments in terrorism and
homeland security about specific threats from response to active
shooters and sieges to bio-weapons. Divided into two parts—General
Firefighting Tactics and Specific Fire Situations—Fire Officer’s
Handbook of Tactics, 5th edition, begins with establishing ground
rules for structural firefighting and then moves to specific situations
of fires and emergencies in the most common structures and
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occupancies. The many photos, illustrations, and anecdotes provide
readers with a greater understanding of the concepts and lessons in
the text. As new technologies are introduced into the modern fire
service, the basic strategies of firefighting—protecting life, confining
the fire, and extinguishing the fire—do not change. What changes are
the tactics.
Firefighter Fatality Retrospective Study, 1990-2000
Enclosed Structure Tactics for the Fire Service
Fundamentals of Fire Fighter Skills
Comparing Conditions Inside Vehicles and Fire Shelters
Highrise Office Building Fire One Meridian Plaza (Philadelphia,
PA)
The manual is designed as a comprehensive guide that helps fire
and emergency service providers understand the concepts that
form the foundation of risk management principles and practices,
In addition, the manual directs the reader to sources of additional
information and operational examples. The manual focuses on
the practical application of risk management principles to fire
department operations.
This is a "how to" book written by a "know how" person for
anyone who practices firefighting strategy. Deputy Chief Vincent
Dunn is passing on to the next generation of firefighters the
lessons ("strategy summaries") he learned from his years of
firefighting experience. He describes firefighting strategies for the
most common types of fire scenarios and identifies specific
firefighting problems presented to an incident commander by
occupancy and construction type. More importantly, he explains
firefighting solutions and offers firefighting plans, standard
procedures, action plans, ideas, guidelines, explanations, key
steps, and systems of firefighting procedures. This book is not
about tactics. It's about strategy - plans of firefighting, logical
ways to solve problems at fires.
Brannigan’s Building Construction for the Fire Service, Fourth
Edition is a must read for fire fighters, prospective fire fighters,
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and fire science students. This edition continues the Brannigan
tradition of using plain language to describe technical
information about different building types and their unique
hazards. This text ensures that critical fire fighting information is
easy-to-understand and gives valuable experience to fire fighters
before stepping onto the fireground. The first edition of Building
Construction for the Fire Service was published in 1971. Frank
Brannigan was compelled to write the most comprehensive
building construction text for the fire service so that he could save
fire fighters’ lives. His passion for detail and extensive practical
experience helped him to develop the most popular text on the
market. His motto of: “Know your buildings,” informs every
aspect of this new edition of the text. Listen to a Podcast with
Brannigan's Building Construction for the Fire Service, Fourth
Edition co-author Glenn Corbett to learn more about this training
program! Glenn discusses his relationship with the late Frank
Brannigan, the dangers of heavy construction timber, occupancy
specific hazards, and other areas of emphasis within the Fourth
Edition. To listen now, visit: http://d2jw81rkebrcvk.cloudfront.net/
assets.multimedia/audio/Building_Construction.mp3.
Protective Clothing & Equipment for Firefighters
Brannigan's Building Construction for the Fire Service
A Comprehensive Training and Reference Manual
Preventing Firefighter Disorientation
Airport Rescue and Firefighting Station Building Design

With a large proportion of emergency admissions
due to occupational health problems, the effect this
can have on your practice cannot be ignored. Owing
to the shortage of occupational physicians and
limited worker access to health care, the diagnosis
and treatment of occupational diseases rely
increasingly on the emergency physician. Apart from
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extra paperwork, owing to the extra legal and
administrative regulations, a lack of knowledge of
occupational medicine can risk a missed diagnosis.
This burden of work means occupational disorders
impact the whole of the emergency department.
Michael Greenberg addresses your questions and
concerns about the management of these patients:
from triage to discharge, and beyond for all workplace injuries or disorders, whether office-based,
agricultural or industrial and their employment
regulations Occupational Emergency Medicine is an
essential reference for emergency physicians and
trainees, featuring comprehensive information on
legal issues involving the physician, and advice on
managing occupational health admissions.
The third edition of Chief Anthony Avillo’s bestselling
Fireground Strategies is an invaluable resource for
the education and development of outstanding fire
officers. Through case studies and illustrative
examples, Avillo covers how to identify a strategy,
develop an action plan, and implement tactics to
meet the objectives of the course of action on a
fireground. Fireground Strategies is a required text in
senior-level undergraduate firefighting strategies
courses and is recommended reading for
promotional exams across the United States. New to
the third edition: Expanded incident command
chapters covering all aspects of fireground
controlStreet-level strategies focusing on the modern
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fire environmentImproved section on resource
management and additional alarm
guidelinesRetailored strategic and tactical activities
to integrate the latest attack and ventilation
researchRevamped operational safety chapter
including department-level safety programs and
mechanisms designed to support and foster a
culture of safetyNew case studies designed to drive
home main points including lessons learnedStrategic
considerations of solar panelsComprehensive
guidelines on “Buildings that Change the Rules of
the Game”Updated vent-enter-isolate-search (VEIS)
informationExpanded section on risk management
and “who, what, where” vs. LUNARImproved
operational suggestions for high-rise operations
The construction industry is bombarded with everchanging building materials—components of which
are more and more difficult, if not impossible, to
identify. Building material emissions have been
implicated as a major source of indoor air pollution,
and toxic gases, often unidentified, are generated in
building fires. Building Materials: Product Emission
and Combustion Health Hazards undertakes the task
of identifying building materials emission and
combustion health hazards. This practical guide
introduces the complex world of polymers commonly
used in building materials along with plasticizers and
additives that are not regulated by OSHA. It also
explores the topic of building materials as they relate
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to function and their emissions/combustion products
along with thermal decomposition and combustion
products as they relate to fire first responders.
Engaging environmental professionals, construction
management firms, architects, first respondents, and
students, this valuable reference delivers a
comprehensive spectrum of knowledge needed to
face the challenges of managing building materials
in the twenty-first century. Awareness is the first line
of defense!
Norman Hall's Firefighter Exam Preparation Book
Fire Engineering's Handbook for Firefighter I and II
Surviving Fire Entrapments
New Jersey Register
Industrial Firefighting for Municipal Firefighters
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and Jones &
Bartlett Learning are pleased to bring you the fourth edition of
Engine Company Fireground Operations. This expanded
edition incorporates the latest recommendations from UL and
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
into every aspect of fire attack and ventilation and presents an
extensive study of engine company fire ground operations.
This new edition is an ideal resource for fire service personnel
preparing for promotion or studying for a civil service
examination. Firefighters and company officers will gain
knowledge in fire science, building construction, and the
effects of burning modern fuels that result in extreme fire
behavior. Specific features include: Detailed illustrations that
show the tactics and approaches described in each chapter
Case studies of strategies and tactics that resulted in firefighter
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line of duty deaths, as well as those that were successful,
incorporated into the recommended practices of engine
company fire attack, rescue, and ventilation Detailed
information on size-up that applies risk management principles
to the Value-Time-Size method, which considers survivability
profiling and threshold limits, identifying problems, selecting
strategies and tactics, developing a quick incident action plan,
and applying a functional accountability system for safety A
significant emphasis on attacking residential and commercial
basement fires A one-of-its-kind chapter on fireground
operations and responsibilities for company level high-rise
firefighting, with special attention paid to fire behavior within
high-rise buildings In-depth coverage of all the basic engine
company responsibilities, including: Equipment Initial hose
lays and water supplies The deployment of attack, back-up,
and exposure hose lines Rapid intervention teams Search and
rescue Master streams Fire protection systems Standpipe
operations Salvage and overhaul
Current Standard Practices : a Report
Fire Officer's Handbook of Tactics, 5th Edition
Four Firefighters Die in Seattle Warehouse Fire, Seattle,
Washington
The New Jersey Register
PMS-210
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